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Abdullah
Al-Faqeir
Software Development
Technologest
Professional Summary

Contact
Address
Abha St 13
Amman, Tla'a Al-Ali, 11953
Phone
962-788-8077
E-mail
abdullah@devloops.net

Astute professional highly skilled in leading effective

LinkedIn

software development teams. Talented individual

https://www.linkedin.com

offering fluency in 9 languages and background

/in/abdullahfaqeir/

working in global development environment.

WWW

Effective Chief Technology Officer offering excellent
skills in business continuity planning and analytics.
Over 3 years in executive leadership of information
technology support operations within the industry.
Executive team member dedicated to providing
advanced system support, infrastructure and tools to

https://github.com
/AbdullahFaqeir
WWW
https://github.com
/devloopsnet

corporate structure.
Self Motivated and Eager to provide high level of

Skills

service and promote affirmative experiences.
Forward-thinking professional offering more than 7

PHP 5.3 to 7.4

years of experience working in fast-paced
Excellent

technology environments. History driving technology
improvements while managing costs to meet budget

Python 2 & 3

limitations.
Very Good

Work History
2017-07 -

CTO & Founder

Current

Devloops LLC, Amman

Java
Excellent
Swift

Building and Maintaining iOS Apps (Native &

Very Good

Cross-Platform)
Building and Maintaining Android Apps (Native &
Cross-Platform)
Building and Maintaining Back-end systems using,
PHP, NodeJS and Python.
DevOps (AWS, DigitalOcean, Vultr).

C#
Good

Maintained high-level knowledge of current and

Kotlin

emerging technology development and

Good

applications.
Demonstrated ability to simultaneously embrace

Objective-C

macro-level strategic decisions and micro-level

Good

implementation.
Supported current and emerging programs

Javascript (Client Side)

through interactions with high-level customers,

Excellent

business partners and external vendors.
Interpreted multifaceted technological issues into

Javascript (NodeJS)

defined frameworks and highly scripted action

Excellent

plans.
Collaborated with cross-functional intra-company

SQL & MySQL

teams to provide mutually beneficial outcomes.

Excellent

Coordinated third-party vendors and client IT
teams to seamlessly deliver effective solutions.

MongoDB

Managed company-level architecture, platform

Excellent

and data configuration processes and
implementation protocols.

AWS (EC2, S3)

Handled client inquiries with exceptional

Very Good

professionalism and enthusiasm.
Briefed executives on technology risks and

DevOps

suggested ways to alleviate concerns.

Excellent

Maintained thorough understanding of all key and
current technologies, platforms and trends.

C & C++

Designed enterprise-level technological blueprints

Good

and system architectures.
Tested security technologies on regular basis and

Appcelerator Titanium

implemented network penetration assessment

Excellent

tools.
Laravel
2018-02 -

Senior Full-Stack Developer

2020-05

Navcode, Amman
Developing and maintaining mobile apps for both

Excellent
Linux

platforms iOS and Android with multiple
code-bases including (Swif, Objective-C, Java
Kotlin).
Developing and maintaining back-end systems

Excellent
System design and
implementation

implemented on two side, one using a PHP
framework CodeIgniter which serves the
Dashboard, and the other using NodeJS
framework Express.js which handles the API.

Very Good
Technology utilization
optimization

Conducting integration with 3rd-Parties such as

Excellent

payment gateways and SMS gateways.

Technological analysis
2017-08 -

Team Lead

2018-01

ShopGo, Amman
Maintained, inspected, adjusted and packed

Excellent
Data collection

aircrew flight equipment.
Developing new extensions for Magento 1
Conducting weekly servers check up on 6 servers

Very Good
Performance metrics analysis

serving over 250+ stores.
Lead debugging processes with the team and
doing the needed fixes among all the servers.

Very Good
Cloud-based environments

Development and maintenance of each store
front-end.
Meeting clients and gathering requirements and
new functionalities.
2016-12 -

CTO & Co-Founder

2017-09

Waqqad, Amman

Excellent
Application/database
design
Very Good
Negotiation

Collaborated on all stages of systems
development lifecycle, from requirements
gathering to production releases.

Excellent
Rapid Learner

Adjusted software parameters to boost
performance and incorporate new features.
Developed next generation integration platform

Excellent
Highly Motivated

for internal applications.
Maintained existing applications and designed
and delivered new applications.

Excellent
Team Player

Evaluated project requirements and specifications
and developed software applications that
surpassed client expectations.

Excellent
Leadership Skills

Built, tested and deployed scalable, highly
available and modular software products.
Developed code fixes and enhancements for

Excellent
Singing

inclusion in future code releases and patches.
Inspected equipment, assessed functionality and
optimized controls.
2015-11 -

Senior Full-Stack Developer

2016-11

Accusolutions Ltd, Amman
Implemented time-saving methods, which

Excellent
Wordpress
Very Good
Drupal 6 & 7 & 8
Excellent

enabled photo lab to run more efficiently.

Magento 1 & 2

Managed escalated customer orders to meet

Very Good

aggressive deadlines and special orders.
Devised all documentation for each app,

VueJS

detailing all aspects, functions, capabilities, and

Excellent

features.
Applied various techniques to locate bugs and

Bootstrap 3 & 4

errors in applications.

Excellent

Created custom mobile applications using native
technologies as per client specifications.

SCSS

Employed third-party APIs to facilitate seamless

Excellent

access to external, in-app cloud data.
Maintained comprehensive knowledge of mobile

CSS&CSS3

development cycle and addressed challenges

Excellent

arising in each phase.
Successfully integrated push notifications into

HTML&HTML5

apps, bolstering user engagement.

Excellent

Tested applications prior to final review to verify
efficient issue resolution.

JQuery

Consistently used Android SDK to produce highly

Excellent

effective and nuanced content.
Tested troubleshooting methods, devised

REST APIs

innovative solutions, and documented resolutions

Excellent

for inclusion in knowledge base for support team
use.

SOAP APIs

Rapidly prototyped new data processing

Excellent

capabilities to confirm integration feasibility into
existing systems.

JSON & XML

Interfaced with cross-functional team of business

Excellent

analysts, developers and technical support
professionals to determine comprehensive list of

Ubuntu Server

requirement specifications for new applications.

Excellent

Researched, designed and implemented scalable
applications for information identification,

Raspberry Pi 2 & 3

extraction, analysis, retrieval and indexing.
2014-10 -

Senior Web Developer

2015-10

ProdigiCorp, Amman
Represented web team at meetings with
executives and discussed project goals and
milestones.
Designed, implemented and monitored web

Excellent
Arduino & NodeMCU
Excellent
Ionic 2 & 3
Average

pages and sites for continuous improvement.

Xamarin

Created site layout and user interface using HTML

Average

and CSS practices.
Reviewed code to validate structures, assess

Fritzing (Electronics Circuits

security and verify browser, device and operating

Design)

system compatibility.

Average

Analyzed requirements and designed, developed
and implemented software applications for

Bash

multiple websites.

Good

Used programming capabilities in PHP, SQL and
JavaScript and other libraries as needed.

Adobe Photoshop

Tested websites and performed troubleshooting

Very Good

prior to deployment.
Networking

Average
Servers Load Balancing
Good
Google Firebase
Excellent
SocketIO
Excellent
Nginx & Apache
Excellent
MySQL Server
Excellent
IIS
Good
Twilio
Good
Java FX
Good
Python Flask

2012-08 -

Web Developer

2014-08

Accusolutions Ltd, Amman

Good
Android

Designed, implemented and monitored web

Very Good

pages and sites for continuous improvement.
Designed sites to be compatible with top

IOS

browsers, including Firefox, Chrome and Safari.

Very Good

Determined coding requirements for site creation,
including e-commerce capability and specialized

Jetbrains IDE's (PhpStorm,

scripts.

WebStorm, PyCharm,

Tested websites and performed troubleshooting

Android Studio, DataGrip)

prior to deployment.

Excellent

Implemented website and integrated solutions
into business operations.

SQLite

Provided end-user training for website

Very Good

maintenance and updating.
Created site layout and user interface using HTML

Slack & Trello

and CSS practices.

Excellent

Established web hosting for site and uploaded site
files to hosting account.

Git & SVN

Used programming capabilities in PHP, SQL and

Very Good

JavaScript and other libraries as needed.
Represented web team at meetings with

VoIP

executives and discussed project goals and

Good

milestones.
Converted mockups into HTML, JavaScript, AJAX

Client/server networks

and JSON.

Excellent

Hands-on experience using UNIX and Apache
web servers.

Training and mentoring
Excellent

Education
2013-03 -

Bachelor of Science: Computer Science

2019-02

Applied Science Private University - Amman, Jordan

2011-01 -

High School Diploma

2013-02

Al-Nasser Industrial High School - Amman, Jordan

2010-01 -

Diploma: Oriental Singing

2011-01

National Musical Conservatory - Amman, Jordan

Strategic project planning
Excellent
Staffing and recruiting
Excellent

Languages
Arabic
Native

English

Accomplishments
- Inventing a new proven to work SR-Latch circuit
which solves the issue of the default SR-Latch of
invalid state (1,1).
- 5 times participation in IEEEXtreme competitive
programming contest, with final rank of 62nd
Globally (2018) and a team proctor (2019).
- 46 hours of volunteering.
- Jordanian Delegate at the Middle East Youth
Festival 2010 (Edinburgh, Scotland).

Interests
Music
Gym
Reading
Running
Swimming

Native
Russian
Intermediate

